It remains challenging to automatically predict the multiagent trajectory due to multiple interactions including agent to agent interaction and scene to agent interaction. Although recent methods have achieved promising performance, most of them just consider spatial influence of the interactions and ignore the fact that temporal influence always accompanies spatial influence. Moreover, those methods based on scene information always require extra segmented scene images to generate multiple socially acceptable trajectories. To solve these limitations, we propose a novel model named spatial-temporal attentive network with spatial continuity (STAN-SC). First, spatial-temporal attention mechanism is presented to explore the most useful and important information. Second, we conduct a joint feature sequence based on the sequence and instant state information to make the generative trajectories keep spatial continuity. Experiments are performed on the two widely used ETH-UCY datasets and demonstrate that the proposed model achieves state-of-theart prediction accuracy and handles more complex scenarios.
Introduction
Trajectory prediction is to forecast the positions in the future based on the positions in the past. It is popular and widely applied in self-driving [13] , robotic navigation [21] , etc. Thanks to this, many researchers are committed to the topic and make their contribution.
Current methods usually build their models to solve agent to agent interaction (social interaction) and scene to agent interaction (scene interaction). However, they ordinarily handle the interactions respectively. In detail, although Fig. 1 . STAN-SC motivation illustration. Pedestrian P1 walks from time 1 to t and stops to chat with Pedestrian P3. P1 doesn't start again until time t + N . Pedestrian P2 meets P1 and P3 at time t + 1, which causes P2 to change direction to keep away from them. P2 sees a tree in front and bypasses it at time t + 2.
a series of methods design their modules, like a social pooling layer [1] , a max pooling module [5] and a graph attention network [8, 11] , to takcle the social interaction, they ignore the scene interaction. Some methods like [16, 18, 19, 24] are presented to handle both social interaction and sence interaction, while they need to use segmented scene images to describe scene interactuon extraly.
Due to the success of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [7] , Alahi et al. [1] define this task as a sequence generation problem and apply LTSM in it. Inspired by this idea, a series of methods based on LSTM have made a difference. However, these LSTM-based methods of inputting positions step by step have three problems: (i) When using observed coordinates as the input of LSTM, different positions at different time steps share the same weights. It means that they lack the ability to judge which information is more helpful to prediction both on the timeline and space. (ii) Cell states and hidden states in LSTM contain the position information of each step. However, because of the forget gate in LSTM, we do not know how each step works and how much contribution they make under the effect. (iii) Owing to the loop structure in prediction, even small prediction errors will also amplify in the loop gradually, which causes serious accumulation of error.
To address these limitations, we propose STAN-SC to generate more reasonable predicted trajectories. First, we combine temporal attention with spatial attention as a spatial-temporal attention module to filter the most important features. As shown in Fig.1 , we have observed the trajectory of P 1 from time 1 to t + N . Since the behavior of P 1 have changed at time t and t + N , these two time steps are more important than other times for P 1 . If we only rely on the trajectory of P 1 from time 1 to t, we can not predict whether he or she will stop. However, knowing more about the coordinate of P 1 at time t + 1, we have a high probability to predict more precisely. This illustrates the necessity of spatial-temporal attention mechanism. Second, there is a easily overlooked fact that the observed trajectories of agents comprise both social and scene information, which has never been mentioned before. Social information describes the interaction between agents (pedestrians, bicycles, cars, etc. [15] ). Scene information refers to the influence of scene objects like trees, buildings and walkable areas to agents. To better explain this idea, as shown in Fig.1 , observing the trajectory of P 2 from time t − 1 to t + 3, we can analyze what might happened to him/her, which can be called as the influence of social and scene, to change his/her direction. In detail, the observed trajectories indicate that agents have reached current positions successfully. In other words, agents choose their reasonable path in the past by considering both the social and scene interaction. Prompted by this, we propose a joint feature sequence to express these two kinds of interactions together only based on the observed trajectories. Furthermore, we can view the generative trajectories and the observed ones as a whole to keep spatial continuity.
In general, the main contributions of this work are list as follows. First, with the help of spatial-temporal attention mechanism, STAN-SC can handle more complex situations than others. Second, STAN-SC uses sequence information and instant state information jointly to describe social and scene interactions together, which keeps the spatial continuity of multiple generative paths. Finally, experimental results demonstrate that our prediction is more effective, efficient and reasonable than existing methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We will give a brief overview of related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we define the problem and give details of our prediction model. Finally, we compare the performance of our methods with some classical ones in Section 4.
Related Work
A Large number of methods have been proposed in the literature to describe and predict agents trajectories in dense and crowed scenarios. Here we classify the most relevant methods for trajectory prediction into the following categories.
Social Information based Methods
The earliest work of trajectory prediction, Social Force Model [6] , is proposed by Helbing et al., which models the social interaction, such as speed, acceleration, direction, as the social force. In addition to these factors, later works like [10, 17, 21, 25] add different factors to model interaction between agents. Features of all social force models are hand-crafted, so that some complex scenarios could be hard to handle. Alahi et al. [1] propose Social LSTM which utilizes LSTM and adds a social pooling layer specially to extract features of social interaction. Social LSTM only takes the agents in the local neighborhood into account. Zhao et al. [27] construct a new tensor which encodes trajectories of all agents in the crowed scene. Considering the different impact between the varied agents and the target one, works [4, 5, 18, 22, 23] take advantage of attention mechanism to judge which one is more important. In detail, the attention mechanism models spatial attention in social interaction, which is determined by the relative distance between the target agent and the rest. Due to the success of graph neural networks (GNNs), some methods based on graph attention networks (GAT) [8, 11] try to describe social interaction dynamically with a graph structure.
Social and Scene Information based Methods
In addition to being affected by other agents, agents always consider their routes under social etiquette. Inspired by this idea, Robicquent et al. [18] annotate scenes with static semantic segmentation results since they think that people always walk under the rules of common sense. For example, pedestrians should walk on sidewalks instead of driveways. With the development of semantic segmentation, more detailed information are adopted in recent work [11, 14, 16, 19, 24] . Liang et al. [14] even make the use of agents activity information to make better prediction. Different from other work, Chandra et al. [3] and Ma et al. [15] refer to the different kinds of agents heterogeneity. For example, the impact of vehicles on people is significantly greater than the impact of people on vehicles.
Generative Models based Methods
Past works do not really regard trajectory prediction as a multimodal task until Gupta et al. [5] employ a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to obtain multiple plausible and socially-acceptable trajectories. Furthermore, Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CAVE) and spatio-temporal graphs are used by Ivanovic et al. in [9] to produce many potential future trajectories. Recent works like [2, 14, 20, 27] archive multimodal by choosing a variety of generative models.
Model

Problem Definition
Given i-th agent observed trajectory (a sequence of coordinates) from time step T 0 to T 0 + T obs − 1, the prediction task is to find a possible future trajectory from time step T 0 + T obs to T 0 + T obs + T pred − 1. T obs and T pred represent the length of observed trajectory and predicted trajectory, respectively. To describe more clearly, we use T 1 and T 2 instead of these time points:
Use p i t to represent i-th agent coordinate at time step t, the observed trajectory X i T0→T1 and predicted trajectory Y i T1→T2 can be written as:
The prediction problem is to find a model f to predict the agent's reasonable future trajectories, formally: 
Multimodal Trajectory Generator
Overview
STAN-SC uses a novel spatial-temporal attention mechanism to make it available to handle more complex situations and utilizes sequence information and instant state information jointly to generate multiple paths with spatial continuity. Fig.2 shows the structure of our STAN-SC.
Feature Extractor with Spatial Continuity
Most previous methods model the factors affecting pedestrians as social information and scene information. Their results also prove the effectiveness of this kind of methods. They usually regard that social information is reflected in observed trajectories and scene information is in segmented scene images. Inspired by the idea that observed trajectories contain both social information and scene information, we conduct a joint feature based on sequence information and instant state information to better model social and scene interactions.
Sequence Information The agent's past trajectory is a record of his/her past behaviors. Sequence information reflects rich behavior style of the agent, such as path preference and walking habits. These are important reference for predicting agents' future trajectories and activities. LSTM [7] is an excellent feature extractor for sequence. Use φ(·) represents a embadding function and use e represents its result. For i-th agent, denote hidden state and cell state at time t in LSTM as h i t and c i t respectively. For t ∈ [T 0 , T 1 ), define sequence feature at time step t, f SE i t , as:
It is worth noting that the sequence information only contains the past information of the agent. We cannot predict whether one's future trajectory will continue the trend as his before. It is necessary to determine whether there are factors that have changed the agent's current state. The following instant state information is used to fix this problem.
Instant State Information
The agent's state at each time step may affect his/her future trajectory directly. For example, (i) assuming someone is in front of the store at the moment, he will have a higher confidence to enter the store in the future, and (ii) when someone else is walking torward him, he will change his posture to avoid collision. Instant state information contains both social and scene information at the current moment. This information is a reflection of the current state of the agent, as well as his/her future intentions and trends. Use M LP (·) to denote a multilayer perceptron. For t ∈ [T 0 , T 1 ), define instant state feature at time t by:
Joint Feature Sequence Combine both sequence information and instance state information above, the agent's past trajectory and current state could be better describe. Use [·, ·] to represent concatenation operation for two vectors. Denote this joint feature at time step t by:
However, a joint feature at just one time step is not enough to represent the agent's total activities during observed period. Since the time between two adjacent frames is too short(for example 0.4 second in ETH [25] and UCY [12] dataset). f J i t only represents i-th agent action and state in a neighborhood of time step t. In order to describe the behavior and state feature of the agent comprehensively during the observation period, we conduct a joint feature sequence to describe the agent. It is defined as:
This joint feature sequence can show the interaction details of each moment in past trajectories. It enables the model to maintain complete information at all past time steps, so that the future prediction can keep spatial continuity for trajectory. This is why we use a feature extractor with spatial continuity to get the joint feature sequence.
Spatial-Temporal Attention Module
Most previous methods use all the observed coordinates in the same place. In other words, whenever and wherever the cordinates are, they share the same input weights.
To address these problems, STAN-SC uses a novel spatial and temporal attention mechanism to make itself available to distinguish and handle more complex situations.
Temporal Attention Use matrices to describe joint feature sequences in Eq.7:
Define the temporal attention weights matrix W T T0→T1→T2 as:
Thus, we get the weighted product:
In Eq.10, we use the joint feature sequence as a set of basis to represent the future feature representations. It is a weighted sum of the set of basis f J i T0→T1 , and its weights {w n1 , w n2 , ..., w nT obs } are temporal attention weights.
Note that for a more concise expression, w ij in Eq.9 represents a number. While in the actual model, w ij is a f n × f n block matrix in order to catch the difference between different prediction steps more accurately.
Spatial Attention By Eq.10, we obtain the predicted feature representation of T pred future moments by linear combination. At time step t, joint feature f J i t is concatenated by sequence feature and instant state feature. It contains rich spatial information in the temporal neighborhood. To better filter the most interesting parts of these features, we also use a spatial attention weights matrix W S . It is defined as:
Similar to the product of the temporal attention matrix, the product of spatial attention matrix can be written as:
Spatial-Temporal Attention Mechanism Conbining the above temporal attention mechanism and spatial attention mechanism, total attention mechanism can be written as:
Thus, inputs at different time steps or different positions in the scene would have different input weights. When training the model, these attention weights will change adaptively to the scene to make the model better extract the interesting parts of the input, to improve information utilization efficiency and reduce redundant information.
Trajectory Generator
By the above attention mechanism, we get the future representation. Considering that agents' activities vary widely, we add random Gaussian noise to the above features to obtain generative outputs, thereby improving the robustness of the model.
For i-th agent predicted feature during time step T 1 to T 2 , F A i T1→T2 , then sampling random noise n, then: n ∼ N (µ, σ),
Thus, we get one of the predticted trajectries Y i T1→T2 . Repeating the step in Eq.14 for K times, we can get the final multimodal trajectories {Y i T1→T2 } K . Formally,
The subscript T 1 → T 2 can be omitted for brevity:
Implementation Details
We use LSTM as the feature extractor for sequence information and MLP as the feature extractor for instant state information. The dimensions of the hidden state and MLP's output are 64. For LSTM, we embed the input coordinates as a 64-dimension-vector. In addition, for the sake of computing performance, we use a fully connected layer structure to calculate the result of the spatial-temporal attention network. We flatten joint feature sequence and input it to the fully connected layer. Its output dimension is T pred * 64. The loss function used in the model is L2 loss. We train the model with a batch size of 500 for 300 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.001.
Experiments
Datasets and Data Augmentation We evaluated our STAN-SC on two public human trajectory datasets: ETH [25] and UCY [12] . These two datasets contain 5 sceneries: eth, hotel, zara1, zara2 and univ. They are annotated trajectories of pedestrians with social interaction in real world scenes. However, the dimension of a single training sample for trajectory prediction is lower than other computer vision problems. In order to achieve better performance, we reverse the existing training data and then add several times random noise to it to increase the amount of training data.
Note that we DO NOT use some preprocessing methods like rotate trajectories and regulation of each trajectories for we believe that these methods destroy the social and scene information embedded in the coordinates. 3 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics Following methods are chosen as baselines:
-Social GAN [5] : A multimodal GAN based model. Specially, we use Social GAN-P as our one baseline. -Social-BiGAT [11] : A multimodal model based on graph attention network which also considers the impact of scene when predicting. -SR-LSTM [26] : A discriminative LSTM-based model with a states refinement module for prediction focuses on the interactions in the crowd.
Most of previous works like [1, 5, 11] use ADE(Average Displacement Error) and FDE(Final Displacement Error) to describe their performance. 4 However, it is not reasonable to use the best one of the possible trajectories to calculate ADE. To better evaluate performance of generative models, we use meanADE and σ ADE additionally.
For K trajectories of agent i predicted by a multimodal method {Y i } K in Eq.16, define meanADE as the ADE between the mean of all K trajectories Y i M and groundtruth Y i , σ ADE as the standard deviation of each trajectory's ADE:
meanADE is used to describe the average difference between groundtruth and mean trajectory of all the trajectories. It reflects how well the overall trajectories fit the groundtruth. In contrast, σ ADE shows the divergence of all generative trajectories. We can identify models whose results are too divergent to make them meaningless.
Similar to previous methods, our experiments actually predict agents' trajectories in future 4.8 seconds using their trajectories during past 3.2 seconds. Table. 2 shows meanADE and σ ADE . In this table, results of generative models are represented by meanADE±σ ADE , and results of discriminate models are represented by ADE. In order to guarantee the fairness of comparison, we reproduce SR-LSTM and Social GAN in the same environment as our models.
Comparison with Discriminative Models SR-LSTM is a discriminative model with the best performance at present. Our discriminative models (i.e. STAN-SC-B, STAN-SC-NG) show greater performance than it: (i) STAN-SC-B is a basic model without any data augmentation, while SR-LSTM use 3 different kinds of preprocessing methods to augmentate. Our average ADE among 5 datasets is only 0.03 meters higher than it; (ii) STAN-SC-NG contains our data augmentation method. Compared with SR-LSTM, ADE of our method reduced 21.6%. Table 2 . Quantitative results of generative methods using meanADE and σADE when predicting 12 frames based on past 8 frames. The results are shown as meanADE±σADE in meters. Results of methods with * are unavailable.
Model
Dataset Average  eth  hotel  zara1  zara2  univ  Social GAN Comparison with Generative Models Social GAN and Social-BiGAT are two generative models with good performance. For ADE, our two generative models (i.e. STAN-SC-NS and STAN-SC) show better performance. For STAN-SC, its ADE is improved by 0.22 meters compared with Social GAN. But we believe that just comparing ADE is not enough to prove the performance of the model since the multimodal properties of different models are not the same. As shown in Table. 2, the performance of STAN-SC can be written as 0.325 ± 0.070 m. However, in out tests, Social GAN shows a performance of 0.600 ± 0.318 m, which means that it can not get output stably enough. As a result, our model has a relatively stable output while having a good average level, which is of great value in practical applications.
Ablation Experiments To discuss the effects of data augmentation in our model, focus on the comparison of results between STAN-SC and STAN-SC-NS (or STAN-SC-NG and STAN-SC-B) in Table.1 and Table. 2. The former models add 10 times of random noise (σ = 10 cm) to original training set and then reverse them as a copy to get more training samples. The results of the above two sets illustrate the great effect of this data augmentation method.
Qualitative Evaluation
Pedestrians' activities and postures change over time. Besides, they could be affected by many factors such as destination, social and scene interaction. Few methods have described these influencing factors well. However, quantitative evaluation metrics only reflect the average performance of the model. It is difficult for them to reflect the ability of these methods to model the factors. In this section, we will explain in detail why the spatial-temporal attention mechanism is used and how we keep the spatial continuity in our STAN-SC, and then give some visual results of special conditions to prove our view.
Spatial Continuity Among all the factors that influence the future activities of pedestrians, scene is an important part. We believe that the influence of scene is hidden in the coordinates of each pedestrian. Coordinates indicate not only current positions of the pedestrians, but also future trends of them. In real-world scenarios, most people walk with their specific goals, and only few people wander aimlessly on the road. At the same time, people prefer to go to their destination directly by the shortest route, rather than a longer distance route. Thus, pedestrians who pass through a specific area usually have similar future trends. Spatial continuity not only regards the generative trajectory and the observed trajectory as a whole but also hopes the generative trajectory is compliant to the current scene context. For example, (i) when someone is near the store and walking towards the door of it, there is a high probability that he will enter the store in the future and (ii) when someone walks towards a bus stop on the road, he will likely stop and wait for bus in the future.
To model these scenarios that may interact with pedestrians, methods like [11, 14, 19] use semantic segmentation methods or convolutional neural network to extract scene features around pedestrians and then attach them to pedestrian features as the additional information. However, (i) semantic segmentation methods may be very rough and ignore the dynamic information in the scene and (ii) the appearance of the object changes so much that users need to train a specific high-performance feature extractor for each different sceneries. In fact, this scene information is contained in the original trajectory. This view is also reflected by the fact that the network has different responses to coordinate inputs at different locations.
To easily understand this opinion, Fig.3 shows two special conditions in zara1 dataset. Each trajectory is almost linear, and other pedestrians have little additional effect on the target pedestrian. Under such circumstances, pedestrians' future trajectories are only decided by their historical trajectories and the scene information. Our model do not use any other information except each coordinates of observed trajectories as the input, while the predicted results show strong scene interaction intentions: the left pedestrian wants to go around the car, and the right pedestrian would like to get in the store, which shows the effect of keeping spatial continuity. More complex scenarios can be seen in Fig.5 .
Temporal Attention Mechanism Trajectory prediction is still a time sequence processing problem. For different elements in the time series, the impor- tance of their effects is obviously different. Our temporal attention mechanism in spatial-temporal attention module is to solve this problem, so that different weights are given to inputs at different time steps to make the best use of information. Fig.4 shows a heat map of temporal attention weights saved after training on one dataset. Denote value of row i column j as W i→j . Each colume in the figure represents the contributions of joint features at all observed time steps. For example: (i) The 1st colume (column 9) shows the contributions of joint features among the observed time steps when predicting at time step 9 and it shows that almost only W 8→9 makes a great contribution during the past 8 steps. (ii) In general, the closer to the current moment they are, the greater the contribution they make. While it is interesting that W 1→20 and W 2→20 are larger than W 3→20 and W 4→20 , which reflects the sophistication of the details of temporal attention mechanism.
Step-by-step LSTM methods use a loop structure, which results in historical trajectory information being gradually compressed during the prediction process. This will make the accuracy of in the further future more and more unreliable due to the accumulation of errors, which lead their FDE reach a high level. Due to spatial-temporal attention mechanism, our model can obtain representations of prediction through a weighted sum calculation, which not only solves this problem to a certain extent but increases the calculation speed.
Visualized Results In this section, we select several special prediction scenarios to show the comparison between our model and other existing models. Details can be seen in Fig.5 . Fig.5(a) shows pedestrians who will change his direction in the future, Fig.5 (b) shows pedestrians who will increase his working speed in the future and Fig.5(c) shows who will slow down and stop walking in the future. Compared with SR-LSTM, our discriminate method shows better ability to describe interactions with the scene, while keeping the continuity of walking styles. For our generative model, the result shows less average deviation with the groundtruth than Social GAN, which reflects our strong ability to adapt to different situations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel predicting method, STAN-SC, which outperforms state-of-the-art methods on two publicly available datasets. We combine temporal attention mechanism with spatial mechanism to extract better features, which is proved its effectiveness in experiments. Moreover, we conduct a joint feature sequence to deal with social interaction and scene interaction together only based on the historical trajectories. As shown in visualized results, our model is able to generate more reasonable and socially acceptable trajectories in complex scenarios. Despite our contributions, there are still some issues that need to be addressed. In future work, we will consider the agent's pose, action and intent additionally to improve prediction accuracy.
